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January 13, 2008

ECONOMIC VIEW

So We Thought. But Then Again . . .

By TYLER COWEN

HARRY S TRUMAN once said he wanted to talk to a one-armed economist, “so that the guy could never

make a statement and then say: ‘on the other hand.’ ” Yet economic knowledge continues to progress in

unexpected ways. Here are a few of the things we learned in the last 12 months:

REVISING THE CHINESE ECONOMY Many of the prices in China had not been accurately measured since 

the late 1980s; in 2007, new data indicated that food, rent and other items had become a lot more expensive 

than had been accounted for in official measurements. Higher prices, of course, mean lower Chinese real 

wages and a smaller size for the Chinese real economy. 

China is much further from world economic leadership than we may have thought. Furthermore, poverty in

China remains severe; the data revisions imply that China has 300 million workers — about the size of the

entire United States population — earning less than a dollar a day. Given these weaknesses in the Chinese

economy, the yuan may not be so undervalued after all.

IT’S NOT JUST THE LENDERS There has been plenty of talk about “predatory lending,” but “predatory

borrowing” may have been the bigger problem. As much as 70 percent of recent early payment defaults had

fraudulent misrepresentations on their original loan applications, according to one recent study. The

research was done by BasePoint Analytics, which helps banks and lenders identify fraudulent transactions;

the study looked at more than three million loans from 1997 to 2006, with a majority from 2005 to 2006.

Applications with misrepresentations were also five times as likely to go into default.

Many of the frauds were simple rather than ingenious. In some cases, borrowers who were asked to state

their incomes just lied, sometimes reporting five times actual income; other borrowers falsified income

documents by using computers. Too often, mortgage originators and middlemen looked the other way rather

than slowing down the process or insisting on adequate documentation of income and assets. As long as

housing prices kept rising, it didn’t seem to matter.

In other words, many of the people now losing their homes committed fraud. And when a mortgage goes

into default in its first year, the chance is high that there was fraud in the initial application, especially 

because unemployment in general has been low during the last two years. 

IN MUSIC, HARDWARE RULES In 2007, album sales fell 15.3 percent, compared with 2006, itself a slow

year. Even if sales of 10 singles are counted as one album, sales were still down 9.5 percent.

Economists hadn’t known whether digitization would help or hurt music markets; many thought that greater

exposure to music and the ease of online access might lead people to buy more. But in 2007 the outcome

became clear: people tend to buy their favorite song from an album, online, rather than buy the whole

album. More digital singles are being sold, but that doesn’t mean higher profits for the artists or the music

companies. There are lower prices for music (99 cents a song on iTunes) and more of the profits are

captured by the makers of hardware, most of all Apple with its iPod. 
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When it comes to piracy, illegal file-sharing on computer networks is not the main problem; instead,

computer users, especially teenagers, burn CDs for one another. The music companies don’t have a good

business model for making money from this.

Music company profits may not recover until other hardware manufacturers compete more successfully with

Apple, which is selling songs very cheaply, knowing that the music will fuel demand for iPods. A more 

competitive hardware market would mean lower prices for the music players and eventually higher prices for

music, as Apple would be less keen to sell the music so cheaply.

LETHAL COLD FRONTS Spells of extreme cold kill over 27,000 Americans each year, or about 700 people

each very cold day. Heat waves may receive more publicity, but it turns out that cold periods — days with an

average temperature below 30 degrees —have more significant and longer-lasting effects on human

mortality. More people die in cold periods than in homicides.

Extreme cold brings cardiovascular stress as human bodies struggle to adjust to the temperature; many of 

the deaths in these periods come through heart attacks. Heat waves tend to kill people who were already 

weakened and would have died soon anyway; cold periods bring additional people to the verge of death.

When retired people move to a warmer state, their life expectancy rises dramatically. In fact, 8 to 15 percent 

of the increase in American life expectancy over the last 30 years comes from people moving to warmer 

climates, according to research done by two economics professors, Olivier Deschenes at the University of 

California, Santa Barbara, and Enrico Moretti, at the University of California, Berkeley. 

THE common thread in these various discoveries is a careful use of data and an interest in real-world

problems and puzzles. In accord with the trend in the profession since the 1990s, there haven’t been many

significant advances in pure theory over the last 12 months.

Many major debates of economics remain unsettled. We’re still not sure what is driving the increase in

income inequality. It is common to cite globalization and the ability to sell to the entire world, but the surge

in top incomes does not seem to be coming in the most globalized sectors. We’re also not sure whether 2008

will bring a recession or slow but continued growth.

Knowledge is a wonderful thing, but sometimes simply knowing what we don’t know is a form of

understanding. So beware the one-armed economist; sometimes a good economist could use two or even

three arms or more.

Tyler Cowen is a professor of economics at George Mason University.
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